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Fairoaks Airport is situated in North West Surrey,
close to the settlements of Chobham, Ottershaw and Woking
and a few minutes’ drive from both the M25 and M3.
HISTORY

ECOLOGY AND GREEN BELT

Limited private flying commenced at the airport in the early 1930s.

The airport site consists of 123 hectares of largely open countryside, located
entirely within the Surrey Green Belt. The airport, by its very existence, has sustained
and protected the surrounding rural landscape, rare habitats and varied wildlife,
over the course of the last 80 years.

It was requisitioned by the Air Ministry in 1936 to train pilots during the Second
World War and was sold by the Ministry of Defence in 1967. It has been
operating as an active CAA licensed General and Business Aviation airport ever
since, under a number of different owners.

CURRENT STATUS
The operational airport site is 62 hectares, 3.27 hectares of which, comprising
of buildings and car parks, is designated as a Major Developed Site within
the Green Belt. Many of these buildings date back to the war and adequately
demonstrate the lack of any significant investment in the airport,
from a succession of owners, over the last 40 years.

The threat of redevelopment, with the potential for significant adverse impact on
the ecology of the site and the lives of thousands of people in the surrounding
communities, still remains and will continue, unless the long term strategic role and
viability of the airport can be established and protected within the Green Belt.

PLANNING POLICY
Surrey Heath Borough Council has historically been very supportive of Fairoaks Airport
and its continuing operation.
The Council’s 2012 Local Plan identifies Fairoaks Airport as a Major Developed Site
within the Green Belt and sets out the criteria for limited, sustainable development
on part of the site, as part of a long term development master plan. Such a plan
has not been forthcoming from the current or previous airport owners.

The airport buildings house some 68 businesses with circa 350 jobs, the majority
of which are aviation related. The airport is also an amenity for the local and wider
community, providing a destination for large numbers of cyclists, walkers, classic car In 2016 Surrey Heath Borough Council failed in its attempt to persuade
the Government to grant ”Garden Village” status for the residential redevelopment
clubs, motorcyclists and aviation enthusiasts.
of circa 1,500 homes on the Fairoaks Airport site.

NATIONAL AND REGIONAL CONTEXT

The current reality of General Aviation in the UK is challenging, as the number
of CAA licensed airports has declined dramatically in the last 20 years, from 250 in
1998 to 96 in 2017. Many of these remaining airports, like Fairoaks, are under the
threat of redevelopment by opportunistic owners and developers.
Despite the lack of investment over the last 30 years, Fairoaks Airport remains
a vibrant and busy airport with circa 25,000 aircraft movements in each of the
last two years, making it busier than Cambridge, Farnborough, Lydd, Southend,
Swansea and Cardiff airports. It is a vital part of the UK’s General Aviation
infrastructure network, providing charter flights, pilot training, general flying
and aircraft maintenance services to business and general aviation.

VISION
In 2015 the Government set out its vision for the UK to be the best place
in the world for General Aviation, as a flourishing, wealth generating and job
producing sector of the economy.
The Secretary of State for Transport has recently appointed a “GA” Champion
to make recommendations about the need for a strategic network of GA airports
in the UK and it is likely that Fairaoks will be highlighted as an important part of
this network.
The Government will only meet their objective to support General Aviation in the
UK if they stop the loss of licensed airports and support investment in the sector.
The Fairoaks 2020 initiative seeks to promote an ecological and financially
sustainable master plan vision for the future growth of Fairoaks Airport,
as a centre for aviation excellence and innovation.
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Following a rich history Fairoaks Airport continues to be a significant
amenity for both local and wider communities.
FIRST FLIGHT

CREATION OF AERODROME

SPLIT OWNERSHIP

Dolley’s Farm, near Chobham, was
purchased in 1931 by Colonel Louis
Strange and renamed as Fair Oaks.
Colonel Strange established an airstrip
on the farm for his own personal use.

The Ministry of Defence sold the airfield
to Douglas Arnold in 1967. It has been
operating as a CAA licensed General and
Business Aviation airport ever since, under
a number of different owners.

In July 2007 Fairoaks Airport was
purchased by Erinaceous Group PLC, who
also acquired land to the east of the airport.

In 1936 Fair Oaks was requisitioned
and then subsequently purchased by
the Air Ministry, for the training of civilian
pilots for the RAF Volunteer Reserve.

The Alan Mann School of Flying was
established at Fairoaks in November 1968.

WW2 FLYING SCHOOL
Construction of hangars and other
supporting buildings was completed by
1938 and No 18 Elementary & Reserve
Flying Training School commenced flying
training at the airport soon thereafter.
The Civil Repair Organisation was based
at the airport during the war years repairing
Blenheim, Beaufort and Beaufighter aircraft.
By the time that the Flying School closed in
1953, some 6,000 pilots had completed their
initial RAF flying training at Fairoaks Airport.
Private flying recommenced at Fairoaks Airport
in 1946 and regular flying displays were held
by the Fair Oaks Aero Club and the London
Transport Flying Club between 1951 and 1961.

The airport was sold by Douglas Arnold
in 1972 to a Guernsey based company
controlled by Alan Mann. Mann
Aviation Group controlled a series of
specialist aviation sales, operation and
maintenance companies at the airport
until they sold the airport in July 2007.
The current paved runway was finally
completed in 1978, following a
protracted 6 year planning process.

COUNCIL SUPPORT
Surrey Heath Borough Council’s 2000
Local Plan confirmed the Council’s
ongoing support for Fairoaks Airport and
its continuing operation within the Green
Belt and set out the criteria for limited,
sustainable development on part of the site.

Erinaceous Group PLC divided the airport
into two separate land ownerships,
comprising of approximately 6 hectares
of land, hangars and ancillary buildings
at the northern end of the Airport, which
was transferred to Albermarle Fairoaks
Airport Ltd. The remainder of the site,
effectively the operational airport and
adjacent land, was acquired by Fairoaks
Airport Ltd, an Erinaceous Group company.

UNCERTAINTY
In April 2008, KPMG were appointed
Administrators for the Erinaceous Group
PLC and the airport entered a period
of considerable uncertainty, which still
exists today.
Further administrations followed in 2010
and 2011. The land and buildings were
subsequently purchased by the Bank of Scotland.
In 2011, Gama Engineering Ltd acquired
Mann Aviation Group and moved its
operation to Fairoaks Airport.

The famous Tiger Club and the British
Parachute Club were both established
at Fairoaks Airport in 1956.

Surrey Heath Borough Council’s 2012 Local
Plan reconfirmed the Council’s support
for Fairoaks Airport both as a provider of
business aviation services and an important
local employer. It also confirms the airport
as a Major Developed Site within the Green
Belt and acknowledges that both Fairoaks
and Farnborough have the potential to
provide additional capacity to cater for
business aviation demand.
The 6 hectare Major Developed Site
within the Green Belt was sold to TEREF
ADP Fairoaks Ltd in 2015, a subsidiary
of Airport Development Partners, an affiliate
of Westcore Properties, a private commercial
real estate investment company.
In 2016 Surrey Heath Borough Council
failed in its attempt to persuade the
Government to grant “Garden Village”
status for the residential redevelopment
of circa 1,500 homes at Fairoaks Airport.
Despite the period of considerable
uncertainty over the last 8 years and the
complete lack of investment in the airport
by the current and previous owners,
Fairoaks Airport remains a vibrant
and active general and business aviation
airport, with year on year growth in the
number of flights and increasing number
of business related charter flights.

The Surrey Green Belt was established in 1958.

Through the Civil Repair Organisation over 100
Blenheims, Beauforts and Beaufighters were
repaired before 1945

1972 the site was purchased by Alan Mann
Expanded gradually from a grass strip to an
ideal base

Known as Dolley’s Farm

Site developed into a thriving General and
Business Aviation airport

Formerly a part of the Ottershaw Park estate

Alan Mann Racing team base

1937 HANGAR 1

Approval sought for paved runway in 1973
and built in 1978

The Secretary of State for Air requisitioned the site
in 1937 to provide a growing need to train pilots
Construction of
Fairoaks Airport began in late 1937
The control tower and hangars 1 and 2 were
completed by the end of 1938
Douglas Arnold purchased the airfield in 1967

1937

Properties in the area requisitioned in
1941 to increase the site area

1967 an Auster, four-seater, light aircraft took
off from Fairoaks airfield on the outskirts of
south west London.

New hangars built in 1941 on
requisitioned land on the north side of
the A319

The first test flight of the Royal Commission on
the Historical Monuments of England (RCHME)

1946 MOTHS HANGAR 2-1

1946 MOTHS HANGAR 2-1

EARLY LIFE

1930

Auctioned in 1930 by Miss Schintz, then the
owner of Ottershaw Park, to W. Holly

1940

1950

Private Flying resumed at Fairoaks after the
Second World War in 1946

Between 1949 and 1953 3 Ansons and 20
Chipmunks as well as Tiger Moths were
operated by the Reserve Flying School.

1960

Name changed to Fairoaks by Louis Arbon
Strange in 1931

1970

TODAY

The first test flight of the Royal Commission on
the Historical Monuments of England (RCHME)
to “use air photography to build up rapidly a
record of field monuments throughout England.”

Site developed into a thriving General and
Business Aviation airport

Continuing air displays from 1963

Under a series of different owners there has
been no investment for thirty years putting this
key airport at risk

The first fixed-wing aircraft visited Fairoaks on
28th August 1934 (photo?)

PRIORITY AND RED LIST BIRDS

In 1953 the school closed having trained
around 6000 pilots

In 1953 the school closed having trained
around 6000 pilots
Regular air displays held by the Fiar Oaks Aero
and London Transport Flying Clubs between
1951 and 1961

LOUIS ARBON STRANGE

Need for instructional Royal Air Force squadrons
was so high training began at the airfield before
any of the construction had been finished in
1937

ALAN MANN

First squadron to move in was No.18
Elementary & Reserve Flying Training School.
(No.18 RFS)
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1957 - Tiger Moth Anniversary

Regular air displays held by the Fiar Oaks Aero
and London Transport Flying Clubs between
1951 and 1961
1957 - Tiger Moth Anniversary
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Fairoaks is a vital part of the UK’s General Aviation network
and particularly the regional network of airports around London.
NATIONAL CONTEXT

REGIONAL CONTEXT

• The UK is one of the leaders in world
Aviation, with Commercial Aviation
contributing circa £55 billion to the UK’s
GDP and supports 960,000 jobs.
• General Aviation alone contributes
£3.8 billion to GDP and supports 38,000
jobs nationally, from a network of airports
built during the Second World War.
• The UK has an international reputation for
being the best professional flight training
provider in the world and will train a
large number of the 500,000 new Pilots
required worldwide in the next 10 years.
• In March 2015, the UK Government
published its General Aviation Strategy,
setting out its vision for the UK to be the best
place in the world for General Aviation, as
a flourishing, wealth generating and job
producing section of the nation’s economy.

• General Aviation provides the majority of
• There are 11 active Licensed GA
flight training in the UK, as well as aircraft
or Business Aviation Airports serving
maintenance, business aviation and leisure
Greater London.
aviation for the nation.
• Blackbushe, Fairoaks, Farnborough
• In 1998 there were 250 licensed Airports in
and Redhill are the only GA or Business
the UK. The Government’s paper in 2015
Airports serving South West London
defined 124 licensed airports in the UK,
and Surrey.
but just two years later only 96 licensed
• Of these airports Farnborough does not
airports remain open. Many of these are
cater for General Aviation and Redhill
under threat of closure from opportunistic
is seasonally limited due to having
owners seeking redevelopment.
grass runways. Blackbushe is an active

• To realize the Government’s Vision and
airport but does not have any hangars
to sustain this vital part of the nation’s
or maintenance facilities and is located
transport network and economy, the UK
significantly further from London.
needs a strategic network of protected
• Fairoaks Airport is ideally located for
Airports which will be able to train future
access to the M3, M25, with quick access
Pilots, Engineers and Air Traffic Controllers,
to Heathrow and Central London.
and meet the need for increased business
and leisure aviation.

• It is the only really viable location for GA
and smaller Business aircraft owners from
south west London and Surrey seeking
year-round flying.
• Due to restrictions at other local and
regional airports around London, Fairoaks
Airport is the only location close to London
able to operate Medical Emergency flights
24 hours a day, 365 days per year.
In 2016, there were over 150 emergency
medical flights, including a large number
of out-of-hour’s flights.
• Over the last 3 decades General Aviation
has been in decline, suffering from a
combination of under recognition and over
regulation. There are recent signs that the
Government is beginning to realise that it is
time to support the GA sector to enable it to
support the wider aviation industry.

• The decline in the number of airfields in the last 20 years has been staggering.
• In 1998 the UK had 250 CAA licensed airfields.
• The government’s 2015 aviation paper defined 124 licensed airports
in the UK. Just 2 years later there are only 96 licensed airfields left.
• 22 Counties in the UK do not have a licensed airfield.
• All 3 airfields in surrey are now under threat of closure.
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• The first Green Belt in England was
• The 2012 Local Plan also reconfirms the
proposed by the Greater London Planning
airport as a major developed site within
Committee in 1935, to establish a
the Green Belt and acknowledges that
continuous “green belt or girdle of open
both Fairoaks and Farnborough have the
space” around greater London to prevent
potential to provide additional capacity to
further urban sprawl and the coalescence
cater for business aviation demand.
of London with surrounding towns.
• Policy M21 of the Surrey Heath Borough
• The Green Belt ring was implemented
Council’s 2012 Local Plan identifies
around London through the 1944 Greater
Fairoaks Airport as having limited
London Plan. A planning policy revered
potential for the development of business
and respected throughout the World.
aviation facilities, within the Major
Developed Site at the airport, provided
• The Surrey Development Plan of 1958
that it would not have a materially
was the first plan to formally designate
adverse effect on the environment of
the Metropolitan Green Belt in Surrey.
adjacent areas.
• Surrey Heath Borough Council’s 2000
Local Plan set out specific policies in
Surrey Heath Borough Council Local Plan 2012 - Policies Map
respect of Fairoaks Airport.
2012 relating to Fairoaks Airport Major Developed Site
• Surrey Heath Borough Council’s 2012 Local
Plan, Core Strategy policy CP1, confirms
that the Council expects the current extent
of the Green Belt to be maintained.
• The Borough Council’s 2012 Local
Plan reconfirms the Council’s support
for Fairoaks Airport both as a provider
of business aviation services and an
important local employer.
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• Furthermore, any related development at
the airport within the Major Developed
Site, should;
1. Have no greater impact on the
Green Belt than the existing development
on the openness of the Green Belt and
the purposes of including land in it, and
where possible have less.
2. Contribute to the achievement of the
objectives for the use of land in the
Green Belt.
3. Not exceed the general height of the
existing buildings.
4. Not occupy a larger area of the site than
the existing buildings.
5. Ensure new buildings are located to have
regard to the openness of the Green Belt,
existing landscape features and the need
to integrate with surroundings.
6. Be part of a comprehensive scheme for
long-term development within the Major
Developed Site.
7. Not give rise to off-site infrastructure
problems or adversely affect the
amenities of nearby residents.

• Policy CP14B of the 2012 Local Plan
confirms that the Borough Council will
seek to conserve and enhance biodiversity
with Surrey Heath and that development
that results in harm to or loss of features of
interest for biodiversity will not be permitted.
• The Fairoaks 2020 Vision proposals
have been developed to reflect the above
Planning Policies.

ECOLOGY
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• Fairoaks sits within 123 hectares of open, rural
countryside in the heart of the Surrey Green Belt
• The airport is an area of rich biodiversity in Surrey
• The site contains a number of priority habitats –
numerous veteran trees (originally Ottershaw Mansion
extensive parkland) wet woodland, unimproved
grassland, the River Bourne, scrub and hazel coppice
• 14 priority bird species and 5 red list bird species have
been recorded on site
• A local bat survey indicates the presence of a number
of priority species
• There is a high likelihood of dormice in the ancient
hazel coppice

AN AREA RICH IN SPECIES
AND FABULOUS HABITATS
• Fairoaks Airport has, by its very existence
over the last 80 years, protected the
surrounding rural landscape, the rare
habitats and associated wildlife.
• Habitats here include, woodland pasture,
wet woodland, many veteran trees,
hedgerows, hazel copse, scrub and
the meandering River Bourne.
• What makes this area extra special is the
proximity of varied and rare habitats,
and the peace and quiet that allows
the wildlife to flourish in balance with
the aviation uses.

RED LIST SPECIES
• Each one of the above habitats is home
to protected and rare mammal species,
and red-list bird species.
• The veteran trees with their many nooks
and crannies and dead wood are home
to invertebrates that have not been
investigated under formal survey and could
yet reveal rare and protected species.
• Fairoaks Airport also has a long history
as a site where migrating birds stop off.
A Stone Curlew in the woodland
pasture recently caused a big stir in
birdwatching circles!

• Northern Lapwings breed in the area
and are seen in large undisturbed flocks
– as are wintering Fieldfares and
Redwing. They all rely on this diverse
patchwork of rare habitats.
• Birds of prey live and breed successfully
on site. Kestrels, Buzzards, Red Kites and
Sparrow Hawks are resident in this area
and frequently seen.

PRIORITY BIRD SPECIES

SKYLARK

WOODCOCK

• Crucially, all these species are thriving
because very few people visit this area.

TRADITIONAL FARMING
• The woodland pasture habitat on the site
is very important as a priority habitat.
It is grazed by a small number of dairy
cattle that maintain the short grassland
but is not constantly grazed or over-grazed.
This provides the perfect habitat for declining
farmland bird species, such as the Lapwing.

RED LIST BIRD SPECIES
KINGFISHER

FIELDFARE

• Bat species are resident in the aircraft hangars.

LESSER SPOTTED WOODPECKER

NORTHERN LAPWING

• There is evidence of the protected species
of Dormice in the hazel coppice.
• Unfortunately, long-term wildlife surveys
are lacking for this area and this leaves
it vulnerable and open to exploitation,
dismissal, tampering and destruction.

• Barn Owls breed on site and are
a magical sight at dusk, hunting over
the rough grassland.
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Woodcock
Lesser Spotted Woodpecker
Redwing
Fieldfare
Mistle Thrush
AMBER LIST BIRD SPECIES

VULNERABLE LANDSCAPE
• The site is home to badger, deer and fox.

Sky Lark
Stone Curlew
Common Linnet
Common Cuckoo
Yellowhammer
Reed Bunting
Yellow Wagtail
House Sparrow
Hedge Accentor
Common Bullfinch
Common Starling
Song Thrush
Ring Ouzel
Northern Lapwing

Short-toed Treecreeper
Mallard
Snipe
Kestrel
Kingfisher
Stock Dove
Tawny Owl
Meadow Pipit
Redpoll
Black-headed Gull
OTHERS

MISTLE THRUSH

DEER

HAZEL COPPICE

DAUBENTON BAT

Siskin
Grey Heron
Barn Owl
Red Kite
Common Buzzard
Sparrowhawk
Green Woodpec ker
Great Spotted Woodpecker
Jay
Blue Tit
Great Tit
Long-tailed Tit
Wren
Jackdaw
Greenfinch
Goldfinch

CURRENT STATUS
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A multitude of diverse businesses are based at Fairoaks including
many successful aviation enterprises.
• Fairoaks Airport is an active and vibrant
General and Business Aviation airport,
sitting comfortably within its Green Belt
location. The airport forms a key part
of the national and regional airport
infrastructure, essential for flight training,
business and general aviation.
• Total flight numbers have been circa
25,000 for each of the last 2 years.
This is more flights than Southend,
Farnborough, Cambridge, Cardiff
and Lydd airports in the same year, but
significantly less than the agreed 120,000
maximum approved annual movements.
• The aviation use at the airport sits happily
with, and by its very existence sustains,
the protected rural landscape and the
habitats of the diverse range of species of
flora and fauna on site.

The level of traffic generation associated • In 2016, there were over 150 emergency
with the airport is modest and has limited
medical flights, including a large number of
impact on the local network.
‘out of hours’ flights.
• Fairoaks Airport hosts increasing numbers
of business flights to the wider UK and
Europe, as well as flight training for fixed
wing and helicopter pilots, personal
and recreation flights, security, aerial
photography, surveying, TV, film and
media flights.
• Hangar parking and external parking
is at full capacity and has been for the
last 5 years.
• Due to restrictions at other local and
regional airports around London,
Fairoaks Airport is the only location
close to London able to operate medical
emergency flights 24 hours a day, 365
days per year.
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• The airport’s ancillary property is fully let,
housing 68 businesses and employing
circa 350 staff. Whilst the majority of these
businesses are aviation related, others
serve the local and wider community.
• The Hangar Café is a very popular
destination for cyclists, walkers, motorbikes
and classic cars and general aviation
enthusiasts, particularly at weekends.
• Gama Aviation provides the full range
of maintenance and avionic facilities for
fixed wing aircraft and helicopters and is
keen to expand their current facilities with
additional hangars to meet the demand
for turboprop aircraft and helicopters.

• Fairoaks remains a thriving airport,
despite the lack of any significant
investment over the last 30 years. Whilst
fully let, the majority of hangars and
ancillary buildings date from the 1950s
and 60s and are in need of upgrading.
• New, modern facilities are required
to meet a diverse range of aviation,
business and community opportunities.
With investment in new operational and
maintenance facilities and a modest rise
in the number of flights per year, the
airport could contribute significantly to
the local and regional economy and the
wider aviation industry.

VISION
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Fairoaks Airport could continue to operate, for the foreseeable future,
as it has for many years, but it has the potential to provide much more for the
local community, the general aviation community and the regional economy.
Fairoaks Airport’s strategic location close
to London, with excellent road links and
easy access to the airspace links to the UK
and Europe, provides an un-paralleled
opportunity for the airport to become
a centre of aviation excellence, within
the heart of Surrey Heath, contributing
significantly to the local and regional
economy and the wider aviation industry.
With the right vision, appropriate
investment in new operational and
maintenance facilities and, importantly, the
support of Surrey Heath Borough Council,
Fairoaks Airport could become a more
attractive location for a diverse range of
modern aviation related and community
focused businesses.

With a sustainable increase in annual
aircraft movements, the airport could
provide new, enhanced single engine
turboprop aviation transport links for local
businesses and individuals, to Europe in
post-brexit UK.
With the right vision, investment and
partnership Fairoaks Airport could provide
opportunities for training and education
in a range of aviation skills and services,
leading to increasing numbers of high quality
aviation related jobs for the local community.
Fairoaks 2020 is a vision of the sort of
development opportunities that might
provide a sustainable future for the airport,
within current planning policy, within the
Green Belt and with limited impact on the
environment and local communities.

CONNECTION TO EUROPE

Fairoaks 2020 proposes approximaately
50,000m² area of refurbished and new
facilities as follows;

AVIATION FACILITIES
• Existing aircraft hangars to be re-clad
and modernised.
• Existing maintenance hangars and
supporting offices and workshops to be
re-clad, refurbished and modernised.
• New maintenance facilities specifically for
single engine turboprops, with supporting
offices and workshops.
• Expanded apron facilities to support new
maintenance hangars.
• New control tower with pilot briefing areas.
• Increased aircraft parking.

AIRCRAFT PC12

TRAINING & ANCILLARY FACILITIES
• New College of Aviation Engineering + Training.
• New 30-50 key hotel supporting a new
FBO and conference facilities.
• New incubator offices.
• New expanded cafe / brasserie.
• New expanded flight training facilities.
• New memorial to the World War 2 pilots
who trained at the airport.

ENVIRONMENT
• Enhanced and re-landscaped entrances.
• New car parking areas.
• Enhanced and expanded landscaping
and tree planting.
• Retained and enhance existing rural
landscape, rare habitats and wildlife.
• Retained existing bridleway and footpaths.

LINING UP ON THE RUNWAY

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE HANGER
New envelope/roof

AVIATION TRAINING COLLEGE
G plus 2. New build plus car park

NEW CAR PARK

RESTAURANT CAFE/FBO
G plus 2. New build

STORAGE HANGER
HOTEL (CIRCA 50 KEYS)
G plus 2. New build plus car park

PC12 HANGER PLUS TOWER
. G plus limited first floor space

OFFICE (INCUBATOR)
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Fairoaks remains a thriving airport in the Surrey Green Belt, despite
the recent uncertainty of its future status and the lack of any significant
investment over the last 30.
Fairoaks Airport is a vital part of the national aviation infrastructure,
strategically located close to London and the South East, with the potential
to create new travel links to the UK and Europe.
With the right vision and investment, Fairoaks Airport could become a centre
of aviation excellence within Surrey Heath, providing education and training,
new jobs and facilities for the local community.

THE FAIROAKS 2020 VISION COULD;

• Increase movement numbers to 40-50,000 over the next decade.
• Provide a range of new and enhanced aviation facilities of a similar scale
and height to the existing buildings.
• Provide new facilities for educating and training new pilots, aviation engineers,
air traffic controllers and other service providers to the aviation industry.
• Create between 250 - 400 new high quality jobs on site and in the local
economy.

Fairoaks 2020 seeks to set out a vision for an alternative, sustainable future
for Fairoaks Airport. A future that builds upon the historic use of the site whilst
maintaining and enhancing the rare habitats of this Green Belt site.

• Provide supporting facilities for existing local businesses.

Fairoaks 2020 is primarily a discussion document to enable consultation
with the local residents, the existing general aviation community and existing
local business.

• Retain and enhance the existing surrounding landscape, rich habitats and wildlife;

Fairoaks 2020 seeks to change the hearts and minds of local politicians at
Surrey Heath Borough Council and Surrey County Council that Fairoaks Airport
should be retained and enhanced as an important aviation and employment
facility within the borough.
Fairoaks 2020 also seeks to make the case to Central Government that
the nation cannot afford to lose yet another licensed airport to opportunistic
owners seeking easy profits through residential redevelopment
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• Provide facilities to encourage the establishment and growth of new support
businesses to the aviation industry.
• Have limited impact on the local road network.
Please give us some feedback on this vision. You can do this on Facebook,
Twitter and at www.nofairoaksnewtown.org

